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CCTV security cameras keep a look out at all times. Day or night, 
they improve the security of your premises and provide peace of 
mind for the occupants. Over time however, if the camera is not 
kept clean the CCTV camera can degrade, becoming dusty and 
blurred and putting your property at risk. The cameras need to be 
maintained properly on a regular basis to prevent any malfunction 
or poor quality footage. 

To clean your CCTV camera, our solution is the Dragonfly® CCTV kit. 
The new Dragonfly® CCTV Cleaning Kit enables you to clean CCTV 
camera lenses safely from the ground without the need for ladders, 
scaffold towers, cherry pickers or other expensive lifting equipment.

Reaching heights of up to 10-metres, the Dragonfly® CCTV Cleaning 
Kit offers a versatile solution to facilities management and security 
companies to successfully clean cameras in difficult-to-reach and 
awkward places, both internally and externally.

The Dragonfly® CCTV Cleaning Kit comprises of a small pump with 
rechargeable battery that has an operating duration of 8 hours 
when fully charged. The water reservoir, when filled with pure water 
inside the backpack, will pump the pure water up a telescopic pole 
to a nozzle alongside a microfiber cup (for dome cameras) and a 
microfiber pad (for bullet cameras). The nozzle provides a fine mist 
for the microfiber pad to cut through dirt such as road traffic film, 
spider webs, general dirt and grime, etc. which allows you to clean 
cameras at height safely, efficiently and quickly.

Using the control fob supplied you areable to control the amount of 
pure water applied without the need to collapse the pole to moisten 
the microfiber pads. The high tech bespoke microfiber pads are 
gentle on the lenses and are machine washable, minimising  
running costs. The backpack is lightweight and comfortable to 
wear, while the pole is made from carbon fibre, which enables the 
operator to move around large sites freely to clean multiple cameras 
with minimal interruption or effort. This also means the kit is easy 
to transportand store due to a collapsed length of up to 1900mm, 
reaching up to just under 12m in height.

Features & Benefits 

• The kit comprises of a carbon fibre  
telescopic pole, backpack water  
reservoir and rechargeable battery  
and pump kit. 

• Two different microfibre pads  
allow flexibility when cleaning  
different types of CCTV Cameras.

• Easy to transport and to store

• Single Operator 

• Streamline® Ova8® Pole included,  
which gives the operator a lightweight,  
zero pole sin pole.

• Guaranteed to increase safety  
and efficiency of the operator when 
cleaning CCTV cameras epecially  
when situated in awkward locations 

Kit No. Storeys Collapsed Length Extended Length Weight

DRAGONFLY-CCTV-OV22 2 1,500mm / 5ft 6,700mm / 5ft 1.35kg

DRAGONFLY-CCTV-OV25 2 1830mm / 6ft 7,700mm / 25ft 1.35kg

DRAGONFLY-CCTV-OV30 3 1,865mm / 6ft 9,150mm / 30ft 1.70kg

DRAGONFLY-CCTV-OV35 4 1900mm / 6ft 10,700mm / 35ft 2.00kg


